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hydrochloric acid gas. Such a coat effectually
hides all coloration of the specimen and re-
flected light, and does not obliterate the finer
details of the sculpture. The salt is perfectly
harmless and may be readily removed by water,
or by a soft brush. The paper was discussed
by Professors Stevenson and Kemp, and Drs.
Levison, Julien and White.

THEODORE G. WHITE,
Secretary.

THE NEW YORK SECTION OF THE AMERICAN
CHEMICAL SOCIETY.

THE regular meeting of the New York Section
of the American Chemical Society was held on
Friday evening, April 5th, at the Chemists'
Club, 108 West Fifty-fifth street, and over fifty
members were present.
The following papers were read:
F. A. Sieker-' The Detection of Methyl Alcohol.'
A. H. Gotthelf-'The Synthesis of Alkyl Ketodi-

hydroquinazolins from Anthranilic Acid. '
Durand Woodman-'Note on the Determination

of Moisture in Coal.'
E. F. Kern-' Comparison of Methods for the Elec-

trolytic Precipitation of Iron.'
E. F. Kern-' The Electrolytic Precipitation of

Nickel and Cobalt from a double Cyanide Solution. '
In the discussion of Mr. Sieker's paper, Dr.

Eccles suggested that for a method of detecting
methyl alcohol depending on the production of
a specific odor, he thought that which produced
methyl salicylate was to be preferred as more
characteristic than the one described producing
formaldehyd.

Dr. Woodman's paper was an effort to ascer-
tain more clearly the effect of oxidation in dry-
ing samples of coal according to the accepted
method for determination of moisture. It ap-
peared that the apparent loss of moisture in a
stream of dry carbonic acid gas was uniformly
less than when the coal was heated in contact
with the air. This indicates that by the ordi-
nary method there is a loss by oxidation in the
first stages of heating, before the well-known
increase of weight begins by more prolonged
heating. The paper evoked considerable dis-
cussion as to whether the secondary increase of
weight was due to oxidation, occlusion or to
some change not yet explained. It was stated

that further work was in progress with a view
to clearing up some of these points.

Mr. Kern gave a very full and valuable ex-
position of the electrolytic methods for precipi-
tation of iron, nickel and cobalt.

After the transaction of some miscellaneous
business in connection with the twenty-fifth
anniversary of the Society, the meeting was
adjourned to May 10th.

DURAND WOODMAN,
Secretary.

BIOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF WASHINGTON.

THE 338th meeting was held on Saturday
evening, April 6th, and was devoted to an ad-
dress by Erwin F. Smith, on the subject of
'Bacterial Diseases of Plants,' the speaker
considering in detail diseases of the cucurbits,
the cabbage and the tomato, illustrating his re-
marks by numerous slides. These showed the
entire plants and their histological structure in
health and under the effects of the diseases dis-
cussed, showing in certain cases the water canals
crowded with bacteria and in others the break-
ing down of the cell walls and the invasion of
the healthy tissue by bacteria. The speaker
described the physiological differences between
the species treated and said that the diseases
considered were mostly conveyed from plant to
plant by beetles whose bites inoculated the
healthy plants with bacteria derived from the
diseased plants on which they had previously
fed. Hence the remedy for the disease was to
wage war on the beetles.

F. A. LuCAS.

THE LAS VEGAS SCIENCE CLUB.

THE regular monthly meeting of the Club was
held April 9th. Mr. T. D. A. Cockerell exhibi-
ted specimens of Spherium magnum Sterki MS.,
found abundantly in the Pleistocene deposit of
the Arroyo Pecos, Las Vegas. This species,
although undescribed, was known to Dr. Sterki
in the living state from Missouri, Kansas, etc.;
but it had not been observed living in 'New
Mexico. Mr. Cockerell alsofexhibited Veroni-
celia agassizi n. sp., a slug found-by Professor
Alexander Agassiz in Tahiti. It was related
to V. gilsoni of the Fiji Islands but apparently
distinct. Mr. Emerson Atkins read a paper on
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the ' Occurrence of the Western ]
beak (Coccothraustes vespertinus ml
Vegas,' and exhibited specimens
These birds had never been seen
until about October 30th last, w
denly appeared in great numbers.
mained in the town until the prese
R. H. Powell remarked that he ha
r, cently as April 7th. Mr. FrankE
that he had observed them in So
February. Mr. E. L. Hewett ex
ously twisted stone spear-head. w
found at Chapelle, N. M. It
designed to twist in the wound, a
among the spear-heads collected ii
Mr. Hewett also called attention
(three-leg) design which he had s

of ancient pottery from Arizo
showed some of the vessels fi
mounds of the Pajarito district, N
the same design occurred, but m(
what appeared to be hands, a
fingers, took the place of feet.

DISCUSSION AND CORRESPx
PRIORITY OF PLACE AND THE

TYPES.
IN SCIENCE for April 12, 1901

L. Britton has given an adequal
and justification for the rule of
which accepts precedence of pagf
a substitute for priority in time i
which of two or more simultanec
synonynms shall receive permanei
It is further held that the propc
first species as the type of its gen
extreme extension of the idea of pi
and all reference to the method
means of securing stability in th(
generic names is omitted.

In reality the priority or prece
of the method of types is quite in
main argument, and has been br
only because it seemed likely to i
ably those who have been zealou
' page priority.,' Professor Brit
erly maintains that there is an im
distinction between the two pr
he does not bring out the facts

[N. S. VOL. XIII. No. 331.

Evening Gros- cedence priority is a small matter, affecting a
ontanus) in Las few isolated instances, stability in the use of
5 of the birds. generic names is of universal taxonomic im-
in Las Vegas, portance, and that the method of types * still
rhen they sud- remains the only suggested means of obtaining
They had re- it. Page priority is not particularly just or

-Int month; Mr. reasonable, since an author's last treatment of
Ld seen them as a genus or species is likely, on the whole, to be
Springer stated better than the first, and a rule to take the last
Lnta Fe during of the synonyms appearing in the same book
hibited a curi- would be quite as definite and as readily appli-
hich had been cable as one requiring the use of the first. But
was evidently such a policy would not be in accord with the
,nd was unique principle of priority, and it accordingly received
a New Mexico. but little consideration when the formulation
Ito a triskelion of a definite rule was undertaken. With the
3een on a piece method of types, also, the desideratum is a
una. He also uniform rule, but thus far those who object to
rom the burial the use of the first species have not proposed to
T. M., in which use the last species, or any other species in par-
Ddified, so that ticular, doubtless because they still fail to realize
vith claw-like the taxonomic bearing of the fact that under an

evolutionary view of nature a genus is no longer
T. D. A. C. to be treated as a conceptt or a definition,

but as a group of species.
'ONDENCE. The reasons for selecting the first species as
METHOD OF the nomenclatorial type of a genus are quite as

good, to say the least, as those for accepting
Professor N. the first -name in a book, but they appear

te explanation trivial when compared with those which require
nomenclature the taking of some species as the type, and that

e or position as by a definite rule of uniform application.
in determining Accordingly, it is scarcely pertinent to bring
)usly published merely nomenclatorial or historical objections
nt recognition. against the proposition to use the first species
)sed use of the as the type, until it can be shown that the
us is simply an general systematic and taxonomic requirements
riority of place, met by the method of types can be accommo-
I of types as a dated by the use of some other than the first
a application of species.

Professor Britton's further objection to the
-dence analogy use of the first species, that ' it would render
icidental to the useless for nomenclatorial purposes much orig-
rought forward inal investigation through which genera have
influence favor- been definitely established,' must be seriously
s in advocating discounted, to say the least, in view of the fact
ton very prop- that the ' original investigation ' has been con-
Lportant logical ducted, either without any uniform plan, or
-opositions, but *SCIENCE, September 28, 1900, XI., 476.
that while pre- t SCIENCE, October 14, 1898, VIII., 513.


